Want more from music streaming?

The Naim Difference
Music formats and technologies
change, but one thing stays the same:
our founding mission that Naim will take
you closer to the authentic sound and
emotion of the music you love.
Our unique music streaming
platform is designed to deliver a pure
Hi-Fi performance, with the legendary
Naim sound, whether you’re listening
to your own digital library, commercial
music services such as TIDAL and
Spotify, and even internet radio. It’s also
Roon Ready.
We also believe great sound should
be easy to enjoy. Our Naim app makes
it simple to browse and play your music,
and to bring multiple Naim streaming
products together into a seamless
multiroom system.
From the compact Uniti Atom
system to the flagship ND 555 network
player, each of our quality music
streaming solutions is engineered
and built by experts at our factory in
Salisbury, England – where we’ve been
crafting award-winning Hi-Fi for more
than 45 years. Read on to find out more
about what makes the Naim music
streaming family so special.

Naim founder, Julian Vereker in his workshop
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More Music Services Supported

Performance-Boosting Technology

Naim’s unique streaming module includes native
support for Apple AirPlay, Spotify, TIDAL, Internet
Radio, Bluetooth wireless connectivity, and UPnPTM
streaming (for easy access to your own digital music
collection.). Built-in Google Chrome Cast also gives
you access to Qobuz, Deezer, SoundCloud and much
more. The Naim module’s sophistication allows for
further streaming services to be added, too.

Among many innovations, the Naim music streaming
module contains enough memory to buffer up to 5
minutes of CD quality audio, meaning audio dropouts
are prevented. The use of Low Voltage Differential
Signalling (LVDS) reduces susceptibility to external
noise, while a new clocking architecture ensures
greater accuracy.

Easily Upgradeable

Unique Music Streaming Platform

Naim have been a pioneer in the modular approach to
system building since the early 1970’s, offering a
clearly defined upgrade path to the next level of audio
performance, without having to purchase a
completely new system. Free software upgrades add
new services and functionality.

There is nothing ‘off-the-shelf’ about the hand-built
music streaming products in this guide. At the heart of
each is a custom-designed streaming module,
engineered by Naim experts to set new standards in
performance, functionality and ease of use.

Three Years and 25 Engineers
Developing a new streaming platform was one of the
biggest projects Naim has undertaken in its 45 year history.
Naim engineers across all disciplines – electronic,
industrial, acoustic, mechanical, and software – worked for
three years to create a system that could make the most
of online services such as TIDAL and Spotify while adding
future-proof flexibility.

Naim App
The custom Naim app gives
you effortless control over
individual or multiple Naim
products.

Available from

A World of Music at Your Fingertips
The Naim app, available on iOS and Android devices, provides
simple yet comprehensive control over both your music and the
network-connected Naim Audio products used to play it. It will
help you find and set-up connected Naim products, then get the
most from them. You can adjust volume, skip, pause and play
tracks, scroll through album art, create playlists and store
favourite radio stations to be easily accessed later.

Features
UPnP™ Streaming

Use UPnPTM (Universal Plug n Play) to read music
from storage devices, PCs or Macs on the same
network as your Uniti or network player, then you
can take control with the Naim app and enjoy
playback at up to 32bit/384KHz resolution.

Spotify Connect

Discover millions of songs from the world’s most
popular streaming service with the built-in Spotify
Connect feature. Your Uniti or network player will
communicate directly with Spotify’s servers freeing
up your smart device to use other apps or make calls
and saving its battery life.

TIDAL

The lossless streaming service has been seamlessly
integrated into the Naim Audio App for iOS and
Android to allow you to immerse yourself in highquality sound via your Naim Audio system. Each
Naim Uniti and network player comes with a 90-day
free trial of TIDAL, too!

AirPlay
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Directly stream music from your iOS device or from
iTunes and Apple Music. Support for AirPlay 2 –
coming to Naim Uniti and network players in Spring
2019 – adds the ability to play music across multiple
speakers and use Apple’s Siri voice assistant to
control where it’s playing.

Chromecast built-in

Built-in Google Chromecast allows you to stream
from hundreds of supported smartphone or tablet
apps, including additional music-streaming services
such as Qobuz and Deezer.

vTuner

Enjoy a world of internet radio stations and much
more. With vTuner you can enjoy live radio stations
and on-demand podcasts via a highly monitored
and reliable database organised by genre, quality
and location.

Bluetooth

Simple point-to-point wireless streaming from your
portable devices, with support for the superiorquality aptX HD standard, allowing superior-quality
streaming from suitably equipped smartphones and
portable music players.

Roon

All the Naim products in this guide are Roon-ready,
enabling you to make the most of this excellent
digital music interface. Roon looks at your music
and finds photos, bios, reviews, lyrics, and concert
dates, and makes connections between artists,
composers, performers, conductors, and producers.

“A masterclass in style and substance. This
is hi-fi for the 21st Century.”

Uniti Atom
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Uniti Atom is a beautiful, compact multi-source music player
that will seduce you with its amazing sound quality and
outstanding feature set. Its 40-watt integrated amplifier and
high-resolution music streaming capabilities will fill your
home with stunning high-fidelity sound from almost any
source. Just add speakers.
Perfect for smaller rooms - though it also has the
power to fill larger ones - Uniti Atom packs a lot into its
sleek dimensions, including easy connectivity for TV and
headphones (see ‘unique features’) as well as other digital
and analogue sources. Like all in the new Naim musicstreaming family, Uniti Atom is Roon-ready and multi-room
capable, too.
Simply connect the Uniti Atom to your Wi-Fi network
(a painless procedure via the Naim app or via the remote in
the on-screen setup wizard) and wirelessly stream a world
of music, from internet radio to a wide choice of streaming
services, from Apple Music to Spotify; TIDAL to Qobuz
and more. Have your own digital music collection on a
networked drive or computer? Enjoy it on your Uniti Atom,
which has Universal Plug n Play (UPnPTM) support, and easily
control it via that same Naim app. The performance quality
is peerless.
Uniti Atom’s full-colour, 5” display screen is more
than just a pretty face. It is driven by Naim’s custom
streaming module via a faster, less noisy differential
interface – specified, like all Naim components, to optimise
sound quality.
Naim also developed a proximity detector, which is
used to display more detailed user information when any
Uniti system is approached. That detector, which sits neatly
behind the front panel, is also used as a pairing mechanism
for the remote control. A unique design, the Uniti remote
was developed using wireless technology to give
bi-directional control. It contains a movement sensor to
wake up the remote when picked up, driven by custom
software with parameters to adjust sensitivity.
Uniti Atom’s display, glass and control assembly is
housed in a custom designed moulding, which has zero draft
and high gloss surfaces to compliment the industrial design
of the anodised aluminium casework.

“The combination of myriad source options
and great sound make the [Uniti] Star an
obvious choice.”

Uniti Star
Unique Features:
Uniti Atom doesn’t just deliver award-winning sound
with music – it can transform your TV experience, too.
That’s thanks to its HDMI ARC (Audio Return Channel)
connection, previously an optional extra; a standard feature
since January 2019. Connect to your TV via an HDMI
cable to enjoy a huge audio improvement compared to
your television speakers, enhancing everything from your
favourite shows to movies, games and more.
Boosting its space-saving credentials further still, the
Uniti Atom can also act as a great source for solo listening –
thanks to its integrated headphone amplifier, a high-quality
component with improved bass extension.

Acclaim for Uniti Atom:
The Award logos on this page represent just the latest
highlights in a steady stream of acclaim for the Uniti Atom.
“You can’t fault the quality of the sound, nor the
execution, ” said Expert Reviews, while the verdict from
Trusted Reviews was:” Such sound quality, such flexibility
in sources and such beauty in design… this is the future
of hi-fi”.
The last words go to What Hi-Fi, from its five-star
review: “if you end up hearing one and fail to be excited at
the prospect of ownership then, quite frankly, there’s little
hope left for you.”

Upgrade Option:
Uniti Core
Our matching music server (see
p8) is the perfect partner. Hi-Fi
World called the pair: “a potent
combination. Take a listen and you
will be seduced.”

With plenty of power, features and the ability to play, rip,
store and serve your treasured music collection, Uniti Star
offers infinite possibilities. Stream your music in highresolution, play or rip your CDs, access a world of music
with a host of streaming services and dramatically improve
the audio quality of your TV, games and more. Ready to
go with practically any speaker set-up, Uniti Star will have
you rediscovering your entire music collection with a deep,
immersive sound.
The versatile Uniti Star takes all the core
functionality of the Uniti Atom - including that HDMI ARC
connectivity – and adds more of everything, not just a CD
drive. That starts with a power increase to 70 Watts per
channel, using A/B class amplification technology derived
from Naim’s iconic NAIT integrated amps. It also includes
the largest possible power supply, plus the finest-quality
circuitry, to deliver the unique Naim pace, rhythm
and timing.
Uniti Star features an incredibly powerful,
phenomenally accurate fourth-generation 40-bit SHARC
DSP processor. Unique Naim software minimises jitter
(timing errors inherent in digital music streaming) and upsamples incoming data to ensure optimum sound quality.
This all happens in the tiniest fraction of a second, so the
only thing you notice is the extra clarity in your music.
Like its siblings, the Uniti Star includes superior Wi-Fi
technology: support for 2.4 and 5 GHz, alongside a much
better internal buffer and memory, minimises connectivity
issues and maximises your musical enjoyment. The Wi-Fi
aerials (one on either side of the product for optimum range)
are integrated behind a slot machined into the heat sink, a
patented system that provides robust connectivity without
the need for an external aerial.

Unique Features:
Uniti Star’s custom-integrated CD drive offers exceptional
playback, but also doubles as a ripper. Create bit-perfect
copies of your CDs, save the data on an SD card or external
storage (e.g. USB drive) and then play back or serve the
music. Uniti Star uses a unique ripping engine to ensure that

the ripped data represents a faultless replica of the CD,
even with damaged discs. You can choose to rip in either
WAV or FLAC lossless format.
Combining a CD player alongside streaming and
amplification technology – and that large power supply
– takes expert engineering to get right. There’s plenty of
that at Naim’s Salisbury HQ, though: Uniti Star’s design
pays special attention to preserving thermal stability and
decreasing interference between components.

Acclaim for Uniti Star:
“It is practically impossible to find fault with Naim’s new
Uniti Star”, said Hi-Fi Choice, while the verdict from Forbes
was “I hesitate to use the word perfect about any product
but the Naim Uniti Star sounds pretty perfect to me” Giving
it a Best Buy, BBC Music described the system’s sound as
“precise, detailed and dynamic; beautifully balanced”.

Upgrade Option:
Power Line
This cable is a precision-engineered
design, with superior build quality.
It provides a smooth, stable,
low-noise power supply, enabling
optimal performance.

“As complete and convincing an argument
for one-box convenience as you’ll hear”

“Designed to sit at the heart of a multiroom
streaming audio system, the new Naim
ripper/store/streamer also makes perfect
sense as a stand-alone source.”

What Hi-Fi?

Uniti Nova
The reference player in the range, Uniti Nova has been
configured with outstanding new technology to offer
the very best hi-fi solution that can be implemented in a
single-box. All the available space has been maximised: its
circuitry features the highest-quality discrete components;
a massive toroidal transformer powers an exceptional
sound; superior isolation for optimum performance;
superb connectivity, and 80 watts per channel of Class
A/B amplification capable of driving the most demanding
loudspeakers. In short, Uniti Nova is as good as an all-in-one
player can get, delivering incomparable detail and depth
you’ll hear in every note, riff and chorus.
Let’s delve deeper under the Uniti Nova’s strong
metal skin. That 80 watts of amplification can trace its
DNA back to Naim’s classic NAIT integrated amp. The filter
sections in Uniti Nova are made using the finest-quality
through-hole film capacitors and discrete transistors. The
power amplifier sections are now twice as fast and run from
linear power supplies with substantial transformers, and you
also benefit from premium Burr Brown DACs to deliver the
unique Naim pace, rhythm and timing.
Uniti Nova features an incredibly powerful,
phenomenally accurate fourth-generation 40-bit SHARC
DSP processor. This DSP chip removes jitter (timing errors)
and, using Naim’s RAM buffer (first used in the Naim DAC
and NDS), oversamples the audio 16 times to feed those Burr
Brown DACs, resulting in a smoother and more precise sonic
performance.
You can’t get to the top of the Uniti range without
understanding the precision volume control this player
features. This is so much more than a delightful dial: it is an
audiophile discrete volume control that adjusts level in the
analogue domain to a premium digital resolution.
The technical design is based on Naim’s bestselling
NAC-N 272 streaming preamplifier, while its tactile, ultrasmooth rotation is inspired by its reference amplification
system, Statement. It has a hidden power, too – Naim’s
space-saving geniuses have integrated the Bluetooth
antenna here for a seamless aesthetic.
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Uniti Core
Unique Features:
Uniti Nova allows you to plug in an external USB-connected
drive or SD card so you can store up to 20,000 tracks and
play them back through your all-in-one player. You can also
use your Uniti Nova to serve music to up to four networkconnected players in a multiroom system.
This extra functionality joins a superb range of
connectivity options for the Uniti Nova, including TVboosting HDMI ARC (see p5), a great headphone amplifier
and a suite of digital and analogue inputs.
If you want to hear even more of the Uniti Nova’s
exceptional capabilties, you can double up your box count
and add a Naim power amplifier – see below.

Acclaim for Uniti Nova:
Stereophile said of the Uniti Nova: “When you add up its
many features and functions and compare it with other
offerings, the Uniti Nova is practically a bargain. Definitely,
effusively, highly recommended.”
Hi-Fi+ called the Uniti Nova “a true revolution in
performance from Naim [and comes] with the highest
recommendation possible. If this is the future, it looks and
sounds great!”

Upgrade Option:
NAP 200 Power Amplifier
Take your music to the next level by
adding this excellent power amp,
which drives larger speakers and
higher volumes with ease.

Uniti Core is a seriously powerful machine that will allow
you to rip your entire CD collection, store up to 100,000
tracks, serve high-resolution (up to 32bit/384 KHz) files to
Mu-so wireless speakers, Uniti all-in-one players or Naim
Streamers and create a back-up for all of your music. As
a Universal Plug n Play (UPnPTM) server, the Uniti Core can
provide high-quality music to up to 12 networked players.
You can also use Uniti Core as a standalone digital
source – simply connect it to a digital-to-analogue converter
or an amplifier with digital inputs and control playback via
the Naim app. To give you extra flexibility, Uniti Core has
a removable storage bay, so you can install your choice of
HDD (Hard Disk Drive) or SSD (Solid State Drive); a simple
process you or your specialist Naim dealer can perform.
It supports drives up to 8TB. If you already have a NAS
(Network Accessed Storage) drive, the Uniti Core can rip to
this, too.
Uniti Core will scan the network for shared audio files
and combine all music into one collection. User interface
is via an iOS or Android App on tablet or phone which has
been developed for this product and allows the user to edit
metadata for individual CDs and choose alternative look-up
sources.
The R&D for this product involved building a
software platform for ripping and serving from the
ground up, which also allowed compatibility with legacy
servers, so music could be imported and built upon. It
was a considerable project to combine all the relevant
technologies (ripping, database management, network
scanning /sharing, music stores, formatting, back-up of
data and music browsing) in a user-intuitive way. A team of
software engineers worked on this project with electronic
and mechanical engineering to solve the challenge of
integrating all these technical features in an elegant and
efficient package.

Unique Features:
The compact, yet powerful Uniti Core is the perfect hub
for your digital music collection. Every element of this
dedicated music server – from the customised operating

system, the enhanced ripping engine and the linear power
supply to the low-vibration aluminium casework – has been
engineered to deliver consistent, reliable performance and
highest sound quality. Advanced Ethernet technology means
that Uniti Core simply will not buckle under stress, enabling
UPnPTM players on the network or a connected DAC to
perform at their best.
Uniti Core uses a unique ripping engine to ensure
that the extracted data represents a flawless, bit-perfect
copy of the CD. Simply insert your CD and wait a minute
or two. Uniti Core will then automatically catalogue your
ripped music using Rovi’s vast online database, allowing you
to search by title, artist, genre, track or composer via the
Naim app. You’ll never lose a CD again. The server supports
a broad range of music formats including WAV, FLAC, DSD,
Apple Lossless, AIFF, AAC, Windows Media-formatted files,
Ogg Vorbis and MP3.
Finally, Uniti Core has a network available
Downloads Folder to keep all your downloaded music, which
will be combined in a seamless way when you view your
music collection via the App.

Acclaim for Uniti Core:
Uniti Core’s ripping and serving functionality has been
widely praised by reviewers including Gramophone, HI-FI+
and Hi-Fi Critic. Praising it as a source component, too,
the Ear said: the Uniti Core serves up that unique Naim
sound signature.”

Upgrade Option:
Any Naim Uniti or network player
To serve up your digital
music collection in the best
possible quality, pair with a
Uniti system or dedicated
Naim network player.

“The entry-level model in Naim’s new network
music player range may look simple to the point
of anonymity, but its performance could make it
the true star of the lineup”

‘...The superior sound quality delivered by those
HD tracks was unmistakeable with the NDX 2”
HiFi Critic

HiFi News

ND5 XS 2
ND5 XS 2 uses Naim’s innovative new streaming platform
with an expanded feature set. High-res UPnPTM streaming,
AirPlay, Chromecast built-in, Bluetooth (aptX HD), Spotify
Connect, TIDAL, Roon compatibility, internet radio and
multiroom streaming – alongside digital and USB inputs for
conventional connections – make this versatile player the
ideal partner for one of our integrated amplifiers.
Carefully selected and matched parts,
an oversized toroidal transformer, decoupled PCB boards:
the ND5 XS 2 benefits from classic Naim engineering and
fastidious attention to detail to ensure that it delivers
natural, engaging sound quality from all sources.
The streaming section of the ND5 XS 2 uses the
latest Naim network card featuring low-noise, high-speed
low-voltage differential signalling (LVDS) to route the digital
audio signal. The higher speed is capable of decoding all
HD audio formats at up to 32 bits/384 kHz or DSD128.
Rather than the source acting as the digital timing master,
our new streaming board turns things around and allows
our DAC clock to control the flow of audio data. The data
is integer-over-sampled in a SHARC DSP to an incredible
40-bit accuracy before it’s fed to the PCM1791A Burr-Brown
digital-to analogue converter.
The ND5 XS 2 offers superb connectivity, giving
it real flexibility in a classic Hi-Fi separates system. It
outputs to a choice of stereo RCAs and DIN connections for
analogue as well as a BNC coaxial digital output.
There are also four digital inputs – one RCA, one BNC and
two optical.

Unique Features:
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The ND5 XS 2 keeps things simple by having no display –
but thanks to the intuitive Naim app you still have effortless
control over its features, as well as seamless interaction
with other Naim products, including Mu-so, Uniti and other
dedicated network players. You can access all of your
music, including your favourite radio stations, streaming
services and playlists, or explore artist discographies and
biographies. Furthermore, you can now update your system

NDX 2
wirelessly with a single tap. The app also works with Uniti
Core and all the music-serving capabilities that delivers to
the ND5 XS 2 and other connected players.

Acclaim for ND5 XS 2
Superlative reviews are piling up for the ND5 XS 2, the first
of Naim’s new network players to be released. In the Hi-Fi
Choice Recommended review, the verdict was:
“A well-engineered network music player with sparkling
performance and useful features”. Classical music authority,
Gramophone, opined: ”the entry-level Naim streamer..
punches well above its weight, and is superbly musical.”

Upgrade Option:
Power Line
This cable is a precision-engineered
design, with superior build quality.
It provides a smooth, stable,
low-noise power supply, enabling
optimal performance.

With its world-class performance, the versatile and
upgradable NDX 2 embodies the current state of the
art for a single-box network player. A host of features
such as high-res UPnPTM streaming, AirPlay, Chromecast
built-in, Bluetooth (aptX HD), Spotify Connect, TIDAL,
Roon compatibility, vTuner internet radio and multiroom
streaming as well as digital and USB inputs provide all the
connectivity you could wish for.
Naim’s main focus in developing the NDX 2 network
player, however, was its performance, which takes a clear
step up from its NDX predecessor. During the development
of the NDX 2, Naim engineers examined every detail,
from mechanical construction, component selection and
board layout.
Alongside the bespoke Naim streaming platform,
there is an upgraded DAC and discrete analogue
stages. These and numerous other improvements over
the acclaimed NDX make the NDX 2 a sonic force to be
reckoned with, offering a sound that’s rich, detailed
and engaging.
The Burr-Brown PCM1792A digital-to-analogue
converter working alongside Naim’s new streaming platform
is one of the best available. Naim improved its performance
even further by implementing its own digital filters and
adding a discrete current-to voltage converter immediately
after the DAC.
The streaming section of the NDX 2 uses the latest
Naim network card featuring low noise, high-speed lowvoltage differential signalling (LVDS) to route the digital
audio signal. The higher speed is capable of decoding all HD
audio formats at up to 32 bits/384 kHz or DSD128. Rather
than the source acting as the digital timing master, our new
streaming board turns things around and allows our DAC
clock to control the flow of audio data. The data is integerover-sampled in a SHARC DSP to an incredible 40-bit
accuracy before it’s fed to the Burr-Brown DAC.
The NDX 2 features an integrated low-noise power
supply with a custom-designed toroidal transformer and
separate windings for the digital and analogue sections.

Unique Features:
Upgradeability is key to any Naim product, and the NDX 2
is no exception. The obvious first upgrade would be adding
an XPS DR power supply, but there’s more: adding the 555
PS Classic Finish power supply offer a massive stepping
stone up to Naim 500 Series performance, leaving a smaller
step up to Naim’s ultimate source, the ND 555. If you then
want to upgrade to the ND 555, your 555 PS Classic Finish
is ready to pair it – and can be given a facelift to 500 Series
Finish livery for the perfect visual and sonic match. An
upgrade that costs more than the product itself? Yes, really:
the performance lift is truly worth it! Ask your local Naim
specialist dealer to demonstrate this pairing in action.

Acclaim for NDX 2
Stereo Magazine said: “The NDX 2 is convincing all-rounder
that finds the right tone for every style. Outstanding”, while
Hi-Fi+ took an instant liking to it, saying: “a short burst of
NDX 2 quickly showed where the money was spent and how
easy it was to justify sonically.”

Upgrade Option:
XPS DR / 555 PS DR power supply
The player can be upgraded with an
external XPS DR or 555 PS DR power
supply, giving you a marked increase
in sonic authority and emotion.

Inside the ND 555
Naim’s reference network player is quite
simply the best source component it’s ever
developed. Drawing on decades of digital and
analogue engineering experience, the ND 555
marries the innovative new streaming platform
with classic Naim analogue technology.

The ND 555 features a 40-bit SHARC processor with
advanced signal processing, a suspended brass
sub-chassis to isolate sound-critical circuits from
vibrations and the best external power supply Naim
has ever made. Whether you’re listening to Bonham’s
solid groove or Coltrane’s dizzying scales, the ND 555
lets the music flow with astonishing ease and uniquely
engaging musicality. Partnered with Statement or 500
series amplification, we believe the ND 555 is as close
to live music as it gets.
The ND 555 is bristling with innovative
technology from input to output. The streaming
section uses the latest Naim network card featuring
low-noise, high-speed LVDS to route the digital audio
signal. The higher speed is capable of decoding most
HD audio formats at up to 32 bits/384 kHz or DSD128.
Rather than the source acting as the digital timing
master, our new streaming board turns things around
and allows our DAC clock to control the flow of audio
data. The data is integer-over-sampled in a SHARC
DSP to an incredible 40-bit accuracy and fed into
dual Burr-Brown® PCM1704U-K DACs, true R2R ladder
designs valued for their exceptional sound quality.
Naim’s renowned DR technology, as used in
its award-winning range of amplifiers and power
supplies, makes its first appearance in a network
player, providing ultra-pure DC voltage to the
sensitive audio circuitry in the ND 555. The analogue
stages use only high-grade through-hole components
and are suspended on sprung sub-chassis with heavy
brass plates to minimise the effects of microphony.
The ND 555 can be controlled – along with all
the players and Uniti Core in this guide –via the Naim
App for iOS and Android. You can access all of your
music including radio pre-sets, streaming services and
playlists. You can also update your system wirelessly
with a single tap.
For those who prefer a more tactile experience,
a premium metal Zigbee® remote control is supplied.
It requires no line of sight to the player, so you can
take control whatever direction you’re facing. The
front panel features a 5” colour display presenting
album artwork as well as track information in crisp
detail, and there are keys for most commonly used
functions including standby and input selection.
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AUDIO EXCELLENCE

Isolating Digital and Analogue Circuitry

Ultra-Clean Power for Maximum Performance

A simple shield would have isolated the ND 555’s digital
circuitry from its delicate analogue stage and reduced
interference to a degree, but Naim’s engineers wanted a
more effective solution. They developed a completely
separate housing within the main chassis, which acts as a
Faraday cage - shielding other components from electrical
noise and optimising performance.

ND 555 uses a total of 13 Naim DR (Discrete Regulator)
components to provide ultra-clean voltage to the
individual audio stages. Designed in-house to maintain a
stable DC output voltage regardless of fluctuations in the
supply voltage or the current draw from the output, Naim
DR regulators allow circuits to operate at their absolute
best with minimal noise and interference.

Separate Power Supply

Upgrade Option:
Super Lumina Interconnect Cable

The ND 555’s power supply is housed in a separate unit –
the exceptional 555 PS DR - to keep electro-magnetic
interference from the oversized toroidal transformer at
bay. You can add a second 555 PS for a ‘double-barrelled’
set-up, where the ND 555’s analogue and digital stages are
individually powered for ultimate performance.

Super Lumina interconnects are designed to minimise the
effect of external and internal interference sources and
preserve maximum signal fidelity.

The Ultimate Set Up
Imagine a lucky Naim user with this epic multi-room
set-up: a dedicated listening room based on the
ultimate source, ND 555; Uniti Nova driving music and
TV sound in the living room, Uniti Atom in the home
office; Mu-so wireless speaker in the kitchen and 3
Mu-so Qb wireless speakers in the bedrooms upstairs.
All fed by a Uniti Core - the ideal multi-room hub, able
to serve music to up to 12 players.

How to Set Up Multiroom
It’s simple to set up a Naim multiroom music system –
everything you need is in the Naim app. Each
connected Naim product can be named to make its
location clear. When Naim products are connected in
party mode, the app lets you change volume across all
units at once for complete control.

Multiroom
Fill your entire home with Naim sound thanks
to the Multiroom and Party Mode feature
supported by Naim’s network players and
systems. Play back the same music in perfect
sync, or choose different tune for different
rooms – and keep everything under control
via the Naim app.
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AirPlay 2
Naim Mu-so and Mu-so Qb already support
AirPlay 2; that functionality is coming to the Uniti
range and network players very shortly. AirPlay 2
adds alternative multi-room options, including
Siri voice control of your music, but also the
ability to combine mixed brands of AirPlay 2
compatible music speakers and systems into a
multiroom system.

Salisbury, Wiltshire, England
naimaudio.com

